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SORTING IN DINING AREA
HAVE A GOOD HABITS !

SORTING

Waste management in the dining area is increasingly frequent. This involves very young school children. In 
addition to its educational aspect, the pre-sorting unit also enables the washing up staff to gain time.

Sorting units, for adults but also for children's.

These are designed to be placed in the dining area against a wall. They are ergonomic with a tray to rest to facilitate 
subsequent operations. They allow for sorting of waste, then storing glasses, cutlery and plates before being taken up 
by the washing up staff. A hinged door under the tray rest provides access to bags for disposal. 

Choice of cladding for sides and front from the 20 shades for our self-service units and cafeteria trolleys. Self-service 
type tray rest. Bin bag holder surface. Hinged door under tray rest for access to bin bags. Overall width 1015 mm.  

Options

NEW !

STURDY 
COMPLETE STATIONS 

ERGONOMIC 
EYE-CATCHING 

COMPACT

507541



Pre-sorting units

PRE-SORTING

Central pre-sorting units are designed for waste management. They come with a tray rest to facilitate the operation. 
The central pre-sorting units include bag holders, 800 mm high, accessible from the rear for waste disposal. 

Stainless steel construction, 900 mm high. Top 15/10th mm thick and 2 or 3 waste disposal holes Ø 190 - 280 mm 
with grey rubber surround. rounded edge. Choice of cladding for sides and front from the 20 shades in the Eurodekor 
by Egger range. Self-service type tray rest.

CENTRAL UNITS 

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

ERGONOMICS

Units to be placed against a wall. Without rear cladding. Right rear upstand 100 mm high. Floor. Delivered without bag 
holder. 

Also exist for children's ! 

WALL UNITS

NEW !

507536
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Pre-sorting tables

PRE-SORTING

CENTRAL TABLES

Boasting a simple design without tray rest or cladding, the pre-sorting tables are designed for waste 
management in the dining area. They have bag holders accessed from the rear for waste disposal.  

Stainless steel tables, 900 mm high. Top 15/10th mm thick lined with sealed double sided laminate panel and 2 or 
3 waste disposal holes Ø 190 - 280 mm with grey rubber surround. Stainless steel tabular legs Ø 45 mm fitted 
with screw jacks with non-slip ends. Tables supplied with bag holder 800 mm high without lid, rear guide. 
Rounded worktop front and back. 

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Rounded worktop front and upstand, height 100 mm.

WALL TABLES

507532





Options for units and pre-sorting tables

(1) by default : grey ribber. Others colors possible : red, yellow, green and blue.



NEW !

The trolley was designed as an incentive to teach schoolchildren to manage the consumption of bread from an early age. The 
product has two cursors, the first of which makes it possible to determine the original level of waste and the second, the target 
bread waste at the end of the period. 

Combined with a more effective organisation of bread distribution before the self-service line, the Bread Saver help to raise 
awareness among personnel and schoolchildren in order to gradually reduce the amount of uneaten bread and thereby free up 
additional resources for the organisation of meals in the school.

Trolley "L'EcoPain" comes in the form of a trolley with three stainless 
steel sides. The top, 1,20 meters high, is open to make it easier for 
schoolchildren to sort. 

The front of the trolley has plexiglass guillotine door with a handle. A 
translucent polypropylene container on sliders in the bottom part is 
designed to be hooked beneath the door to collect and discharge pieces 
of bread. The bottom of the stainless steel trolley is tilted to make 
discharge easier. 

Two magnetic cursors - one red and the other green - show the 
maximum level for the red, and the target level or lowest level recently 
reached for the green.  

The Bread Saver has four swivel wheels with bumper rings, two of which 
are fitted with brakes.

CAPACITY OF 
150 LITRES
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